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Freedom is just another word

AbStract.

for nothing left to lose

Recently introduced rules for probabilistic damage stability lead to a more difficult and time consuming

of ship design. After an introduction to the legislation, the practical aspects are discussed in this paper, and
ih" -"^ of difficulty are identified. The paper ends with experiences in the design process, and some suggestions for
process

improvement.

1,.

Introduction

New rules for probabilistic damage stability have a great impact on ship design, both on the
design itself, and on the design process. Our company has been involved in many calculations
of piobabilistic damage stability during the last few years. The experiences and opinions
gained in those projects are discussed in this paper'

It must be noted that the software referred to is the PIAS (Program for the Integral Approach
of Shipdesign) program. PIAS, which has been developed and marketed by our company'
contains u

*it

oÌ integrated programs for design and analysis, including specialized tools for

probabilistic damage stabilitY.

2. Probabilistic damage stability rules
For the sake of completeness a suñrmary of the probabilistic method is given here
2.1. Probabilistic versus deterministic
V/ith a detenninistic damage stability damage assumptions are specified in the rules

and
method
gives
this
which
are
fixed,
regulations. For a particular vessel the damage assumptions
u iigia character; ãu-ug"r unequal to the damage assumption are not taken into account with

this method.
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the probability of occurrence of
with probabilistic damage stability on a statistical basis
so the method uses no fixed damage
-the of suóival are calculated,
oun'uj", and the prouuuüity
character' which
probabilistic damage stability method a flexible
assumptions. This gives
leads to freedom in design.
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2.3.2. Attained Subdivision Index A
The attained subdivision index is determined by two things

-

Shape, dimensions and location of all possible damages

-

Residual stability of the vessel after and during flooding, for all possible damages.

(

2.2. Application
are valid
At this moment two probabilistic damage staôility methods

:

-Drycargovesselswithatengthoverl00mhavetocomplywiththerulesofchapterll-1,
by so called "explanatory
part B_1 of solAs lgg2.ihese regulations are supported
'notes",

At this

which may stimulate uniform interpretation'
1996, these regulations will also
moment it rnav ue expected that frorn januafy 1,

m'
cover vessels with a length between 80 and 100

-Asanequivalenttosol-AssincelgT3forpassengervesselsitmavbedecidedto
probabilistic portion.
alarge
comply wirh IMO res. A.265(V[I), which coniains

2.3. General PrinciPles

survival must have a certain
The basic principle of the method is that the probability -of.
: "The Attained Subdivision index
minimum value. In *o.à, ur"d in the regulations it says
not be less than the Required Subdivion Index R"'

À must

2.3.1. Required Subdivision Index R
simple function of the vessels length
For cargo vessels tn" nõrø-suu¿ivision.Index is a
the number of passengers. Due to
by
(Fig. 2.1). For passengerïessels R is also determined
details'
interesting
,tr"-ti-pí. nut*", the-formula for R reveal no
REC¡UIBED SUBOMSION
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2.3.2.2. Residual stobility of the vessel after and during flooding
A truly probabilistic method should also contain an estimation of the probability of survival
after damage. For cargo vessels no relevant statistical material is available, so a deterministic
approach using the curve of residual statical stability was adopted. When in a damage case
these th¡ee criteria are met :
Statical angle of inclination < 25o
Range of positive statical stability

then

m
re

will survive (probability of survival = 1), otherwise it

is

all

compartments and

combinations of compartments.

b

I
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2.1.

that the vessel

Unique damage cases are identified which damage

a

-

Required Subdivision Index

For each damage case the probability of occurrence is determined

c

For each damage case the curve of residual statical stability is calculated, and the
probability of survival is determined.

d-

The product of the steps
occuffence of damage.

e

The summation of all probabilities determined in step d is the total probability of
survival of the vessel.

æ

Figure

it is assumed

2.3.3. Composition of a complete calculation
A complete calculation consists of the following five steps

ffi

ñ

20o

assumed that the vessel will not survive (probability of survival = 0). In reality the regulations
are slightly more complicated, so that a small transition area occurs, where the probability of
survival varies between 0 and 1. Because this transition area is seldom entered it is practically

æ
ffi

>

Maximum righting lever > 0.10 m

of minor significance.

o@

m
qm
qm
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2.3.2.1. Shape, dimensions and location of a damage
For each damage case the probability of occurrence of damage is determined, based on the
assumption that there is only one damage, in the side of the vessel, which extends from the
bottom ofthe vessel upwards, and is shaped rectangular. Based on so-called damage sùatistics,
distribution functions for damage dimension and damage location have been derived by IMO.
On the basis of these distribution functions formulas have been derived, with which the
probability of occurrence of a specifìc damage at a specific location can be calculated.
Conceptually these formulas posess a simple nature and are included in the regulations.

b

and

c is the combined probability of survival and

--
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2.4. AssumPtions and details
partial draft and
- For cargå vessels the calculations are made for two drafts, the so called
between those
value
mean
the
tir" f"ffî loaded draft. The final probability of survival is
drafts.

Forpassengervesselsthecalculationsaremadeforthreedrafts.
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3.3. Minor damages
The assumed vertical extend of damage is to extend from the baseline upwards. However, if
a minor damage gives worse residual stability characteristics, that extent is to be assumed.
This regulation effectively increases the number of residual stability calculations within each
damage case, because, in general, on forehand it can not be predicted whether some minor
damage will have a better or a worse residual stability, so the only way is to simply calculate

-

The actual loading condition is no¡ taken into account in the calculations.

all minor

-

damage'
When calculating the probability of occurrence of some multi-compartment
a smaller
with
damages
all
of
probability
the
åeducting
by
ståignt
bookkeeping is kept
amount òf compartments, fatling into the damage case under consideration'

3.4. Intermediate stages of flooding
The regulations prescribe to calculate residual stability "for any condition of flooding". That
implies that also intermediate stages of flooding must be calculated, which also increase the
number of calculations within each damage case. Intermediate stages can be of two types:

stability
3. Practical aspects of the calculation of probabilistic damage
straightforward one'

In concept the method of probabilistic damage stability is an elegant and
notes, lead to
some apparent side issues, as mentioned in the regulations or the explanatory
an increased number and complexity of the damage cases'
3.1. The effect of oPenings
are situated
When openings, or openiãgs which are capable of being closed weathertight,
case under
damage
the
survive
not
will
vessel
the
that
below the final waterline itfs assumed
covers' so
and
hatch
doors
weathertight
airpipes,
include
also
consideration. Those openings
probabilistic
the locations of all airpipes and openingt -utì be known before calculating
damage stability.

of the hatch covers is
Besides the assumption that the vessel will be flooded by submersion
a deterministic one, and its level of reality is questionable'
3.2. The effect of damage to pipes and ducts
that progressive
When pipes or ducts arã aamageA, either anangements are to be made
compartrnents
other
of
flooding
or
compartments,
other
to
floodini cannot thereby extend
bottom
double
schematic
the
example
for
See
account'
into
taken
be
througlithe pipes shoulf
tank, leads to
bottom
double
SB
aftmost
the
in
damage
where
Fig.3.1,
confilurationìn
floodlng of atl SB double bottom tanks through the damaged pipes'

DAIVAGE

Figure 3.1.. Damage to Ptqes

damages.

-

The "standard" type, where all compartments are equally filled up to some percentage (e.g.
257o, 5O7o & 75Vo) of the final stage of flooding.

-

The "complex" type, where compartments are not flooded equally. When for example a
compartment, not situated in the damage region, is flooded through a damaged pipe, then
in some intermediate stage of flooding that compartment will be partially flooded, while
all compartments in the damage region will be completely flooded.

3.5. Vertical Centre of Gravity
The Vertical Centre of Gravity (VCG) has a major influence on the residual stability, and
therefore also on the probability of survival and the Attained Subdivision Index. Ideally one
would like to choose the VCG used at the calculation of probabilistic damage stability higher
than the maximum allowable VCG which follows from intact stability requirements. In that
case the probabilistic damage stability impose no operational limitations on the vessel.

If

this ideal cannot be reached, a lower VCG has to be adopted, maybe only
calculation on partial draft, and not for the calculation for fully loaded draft.

After each modification of VCG probabilistic damage stability has to be

for

the

recalculated

completely.
3.6. Number of damage cases
The regulations do not prescribe the number of damage cases to include in the calculation; the
designer is free in choosing the number of damage cases. Of course the designer can stop
adding damage cases when either the Attained Subdivision Index (A) is greater than the
Required Subdivision Index (R), or the addition of damage cases has no further positive
contribution. The latter will be the case when large damage cases are used, which will sink
or capsize the vessel.
Experience over the last few years has shown, however, that by their nature (compartmentation
and routing of pipes) or by their use (many tiers of containers, which leads to high VCG's)
for many vessels it is hard to comply with the regulations. To achieve an Index A as high as
possible, every damage case which might contribute to the index A should be included in the
calculations. So in many cases the designer ends up with hundreds to more than one thousand
damage cases.
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3.7. SymmetrY

Whenhullform,bulkheads,openingsandpipesarecompletelySymmetrical(SB/PS)thenone
of the
the starboard siáe will suffice' When one
calculation with damage-a tt". tie porf oi
for
one
twice'
performed
"i
calculations must be
mentioned elements are not symmetrical the
ilag" i; the port side and one for damage to the starboard side'

a
J

3.8. Damage boundaries

Eachdamageisboundedby4planes:the{t,forward,upperandinsideplane,withtheinside

¡un"

no, n"ecessarily parallel to the vessels centerplane'

Thelocationandorientationoftheinsideplaneisgovernedbythedefinitionofthe
penetration breadth in the regulations' which says

Figure

3.3.

Damaged comqarfinents

:

..Thepenetrationbreadthisthemeantransversedistanceinmetresmeasuredatright
load line between the shell and a plane
angles to the centreline ui tt" a""p"r, subdivision
to rhar parr of the_longitudinal bulkhead
through tt oot"rrnårì Ñi;; of a1g parallel

"
which extend,

¡"t*""n'ite

longitudinâl hmits used in this calculation."

3

I

L

lr

Thisdefinitioncannotbeunderstoodwithouttheexamplesintheexplanatorynotes.
possible' without

must be as large as
what is meant essentially, is that the extent of damage
To show that
inctu¿ed in the damage-case under consideration.
damaging
see
"o-p*-"no'not
to coinóide with boundaries of compartments'
damage boundaries do not necessarily have
nig. 1.2 where a compartment conf,tguration is drawn'

Figure

3.4.

Extend of damage

4. Bottlenecks and nasties
3

2

As explained in chapter 2 the probabilistic method is purely based on side damage. The pie
chart in Fig. 4.1, hãwever, shows that only IZVo of the total casualties in 1993 has been
caused by side damage (collision).

1_
CASUALITIES 1993 (Source: LR)
Total lost: 213 80% > 1syear

Figure3.2.

Compartment configuration
F"r¡"ú-l

Assuming,üewanttocalculatedamagetocompartmentsland2,thenthosecompartments
is
which will damage compartments 1 and 2 only

will be flooded (r""
sketched in Fig. 3.4

Fi;

3.ãi,-trr"

weBth*

"^i"*

ldndsing
wæked/etrmded
{21

fir.

Figure 4.1,. Cause of casualties

=-
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is entirely focused on
So we may conclude that we now have a probabilistic method, which
that kind óf du-ug" which is only responsible for l2qo of all losses.
More practical bottlenecks are discussed below'
4.1. Processing time
damage cases
For a compleæ durnug" stability calculation, consisting of several hundreds of
vessel the
"average"
an
for
damages,
minor
and
and a few intermediate stages of flooding
4'l'
Tab'
in
read
be
can
calculation
estimated computertime for a
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Apart from the theoretical incorrectness, with this phenomena we miss a good verification
tool, both for the designers and for the approval departments: A sum of probabilities far
lesser than one would give the designer a hint that not yet all possible damage cases have
been identified. A sum more than one would give the approval department an indication
that overlapping damage cases have been used.
The method for handling multi-compartment damages leads to inconsistencies, when used
with compartments which embrace other ones, as show inFig'.4'2

generation
This calculation time is including the use of advanced features, such as automatic
as
boundaries,
of damage cases and minor damãges and automatic determination of damage
decrease'
time
would
offered ùy tne PIAS program. Without these features pure calculation
minor
but the time for manuaiidentification and definition of hundreds of damage cases,
!
least
at
days
damages and damage boundaries would take multiple
After-each change in design some or all damage cases have to be recalculated.

Table 4.1. Estimated computertime for one complete calculation

Calculation time (hours)

Computer t)¡Pe

Pentium 90

L2

mhz

Sun Sparcstation 1
80486 66 mhz
Compaq 80386/80387 33 mhz
IBM XT I mhz

ì

4.2. Topview of embracing compartment configuration

1_8

30
1_00

3500

I

:j

4.2. Necessary information
Before commóncing a calculation sequence' the information listed below must be available:

-

fig.

The probabilitiy of occurence of damage cannot be determined with the formulations as used
in the regulations, without the use of vi¡tual compartments. The use of virtual compartments
is both cómplicating matters, and inconsistent with the prior assumption that only one damage
case is concemed pèt group of damaged compartments. A more consistent formulation would
be:

Hullform.

simultaneously flooding of more than I
compartment (the main damage) is obtained by reducing the net probability of the main
damãge with the probabilities of all sub-damages 4s far as they fall within the main

Light ship weight.

damage."

Maximum allowable draft.
Form and location of ail compartments (including holds, engine room, forecastle etc')'
Routing of air ducts and pipes, and the type and location of relevant valves
Type and location of all air pipes.

So

it is not possible to check

probabilistic damage stability of a preliminary design' The

"The probability-value

4.5. Approval

gecauiJ large amounts of damage cases are involved, the issue of approval is a difficult one.
The experieirce until so far shows that, if they check, approval institutes tend towards redoing
the complete calculation, instead of checking the issued one. When figures of the redone
calculatiãns differ from the issued figures, the sources of difference are very hard to

necessary infòrmation is only available at a more detailed design stage.

determine.

4.4. Disturbing details
There are some nasty details of less significance

4.6. Presentation
:

-

The formulas in the regulations for multi compartment damage cases sometimes lead to
ne gative probability of occurence.

-

Therefore the sum of all probabilities of occurence, which should be one theoretically, does
not sum up to one. In practice this sum will fluctuate between 0.9 and 1.1.

in the case of

The results of the calculations can be presented in a concise form, containing all probabilities
for all damage cases, and the A and R values.
At one calculation we have made we have supplied the classification society involved with
that concise presentation on paper, and a floppy disk containing all intermediate results of all
damage cases and damage stability calculations. On the societies reply that they were not
satisfied with the disk, but needed "written and consistent documentation" we had to inform
them that a printout would consist of 19,888 pages, a pile of 2 meters'
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from all specific

-rule
kinds of damages. So
is an uncommon technique of legislation'
outnple"
Uî
"legislation
This
examples.

performing of one complete calculation
5. General approach for the
is

stability calculation efficient softwa¡e
that f-or the probabilistic damage
damage stability is
appropri","" r"il;'probabilistic
available. Wirhout computer and
operation is :

i'ft"

-"ttto¿ of

'o*on
hullform and compartments'

-

O"fin"

-

cases'
has that capability) all damage
Define (or generate, if the software

-ChoosetheVCG,sonthedraftstocalculate,eitherfromthediagramofmaximum
conditions'

Most of the time multiple complete calculation sessions, and some design modifications are
necessary before a vessel complies.

-

rühen a vessel does not comply the quest for the single cause is often timeconsuming.
Sometimes multiple causes are involved.

The mentioned bottlenecks give reason for suggesting a number of modifications, which in
my opinion will make the method faster and better to handle, without significantly reducing
the level of safety.

-

-Performonecalculation.Ifthevesseldoesnotcomplychangehullform,compartmentsof

the concept "minor damage" may be deleted, or be integrated

completely within the method.

-

It may be considered if the assumption that flooding will take place through damaged pipes
in all cases is a realistic one.

-

Modification of the formulation for the handling of multi-compartment damage (ch. 4.4)

VCG's.

.Removealldamagecaseswithanon-positivecontributiontotheAttainedsubdivision

When in the definition of "penetration breadth" (ch. 3.8) the word "mean" is replaced by
"minimum", the determination of damage boundaries will be easier.

- It may be considered if

actual loading
allowable intact VCG, or from the

will make the method more consistent.

Index.

-Defineopeningsandrecalculate.Ifthevesseldoesnotcomplythenraisesomeofthe
openings (if Possible)'

8. Conclusion

-Defîne(orgenerate,ifthesoftwarehasthatcapability)floodingthroughdamagedpipesand
arrangement'
not comply ttran modify the piping

I

recalculate.
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7. Suggestions for improvement

It is assumed

oractically unsolvable'
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skerches and examples or all

many, and soryetimes excrusivelv,
îí;3iffil"ilït"iåii,""
ií is up to ttre stripaesignlr ,o ¿oiu" â'general

3:

If

the

vesJJo",

-Define(orgenerate)minordamagesandrecalculate.Ifthevesseldoesnotcomplythen
return to the first steP'

hope to have shown that the probabilistic method, which basicly is an elegant one, makes
shipdesign more complicated. Some of the complicating elements can be removed without a
significant decrease of the level of safety.

to the deterministic method, the probabilistic method indeed increases design
flexibility and design freedom, but only for the price of a fat greatet design effort.
Compared

process
6. Experiences in the design
last few years have led
company has made during the
In general the calculations which our
to the following conclustons'

Curriculum Vifae
Herbert J. Koelman

-

in rules of thumb'
The experiences do not culminate

1975-1979

Study Naval Architecture at Polytechnical School at Haarlem

-

whether the vessel will comply'
At first sight it can hardly be predicted

1979

Bachelors degree in Naval Architecture

-

Index A'
decrease of the Attained Subdivision
Openings may induce a drastic

1979-1984

Study Naval Architecture at Delft University of Technology

-Damagetopipesandairducts,minordamagesandintermediatestagesoffloodingmay
A'
inducJ a sigiificant decrease of

_-
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section hydrodynamics' Subjec.t for
Masters degree in Naval Architecture'
i"ig" o¡ Hutlþrm (Hullþrm Generation)'

1984

finat proiect, Co.put,l-Aia'i

1980

Founded SARC

1980-

Managíng director of SARC

ThecompanySARC(whichisanabbreviationofscheepsbouwkundigAdviesenReken
calculation and consultancy")

Architr.rtu*t design,
centrum, which means "centre for Nøval
hqs three maior fields of activitY:
1)

DevelopmentoftheNavalArchitecturalDesignsofrwatecøIledPIAS(Programforthe
Integràt Approøch of Shipdesign)'

2)

and shipowners'
service for shipyards' designers
Performing designs and calculations in

3)

CAD/CAM'
Consultancy in the field of design and

Copenh agen
Organized by
The Danish Sociefy of Naval
Architecture and Marine Engineering
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